In this paper, we propose to reconstruct and monitor the three-dimensional far-field signals radiating from air-guns sources during marine seismic acquisitions.
Introduction
Airgun arrays are used as source devices to generate impulsive acoustic energy during marine seismic acquisition. An array is composed of several sub-arrays, each being a linear (rigid or soft) alignment of floats to which airguns are roped and submerged (at 6 to 10 m depths). A source array is typically composed of twenty to forty airguns of different volumes.
This composite and flexible configuration is towed by the seismic vessel in a changing sea environment, making the array itself a complex and dynamic system. The source signal resulting from this coupled system is likely to vary both in the time (from shot-to-shot) and observation directions.
The seismic data acquired by the receivers (sensors on towed streamers or nodes) must be released from the source wave-field variability to correctly restore quantitative features related to the subsurface properties. During the seismic acquisition, it is important to control the stability of the source signal to ensure the quality of seismic recordings.
The source signal is characterized by its vertical incidence signature and lateral directivity (due to the array pattern). One the seismic scale, a far-field source signal is commonly used: the far-field notion refers to a distance from the array where the signal appears as if it is emitted from a point source.
The far-field signature of the airgun array is difficult to measure. And one practical technique is to estimate from near-field recordings (hydrophones placed one meter above each airgun). The near-fields carry interaction between all of the simultaneously fired airguns as well as the sea surface. Ziolkowski et al (1982) introduced an inversion method in which the far-field is expressed as a sum of socalled notionals, which are responses of virtual point sources disentangled from mutual interaction. Some authors proposed extensions of this method to take account of higher order adjustments (Landro et al, 1991) or nonspherical propagation (Ni et al, 2012) .
The directivity of the source signal is conditioned by the array pattern, namely the separation of source sub-arrays and airgun depth, the volumes of guns and time. The array geometry is recorded with GPS antennas installed on each sub-array with 2 to 3 m accuracy.
Several authors (Dragoset, 2000; Laws and Kragh, 2002; Ni et al, 2012) have studied the causes of signal instability, amongst which are the gun failures (dropouts and delays) and scattering from the changing rough sea surface. Monitoring of the vertical signature can be naturally derived from the signal attributes. Monitoring of the directivity is a more complex issue. The measures of array geometry lack accuracy, and directivity is defined by three dimensions (frequency and observation direction).
In this paper, we propose various indicators for onboard monitoring of the source far-field signal from shot to shot. Vertical signature is monitored in the time and frequency domains. An inversion method is used to recover the individual airgun positions with better resolution and derive accurate estimations of array geometry and directivity. An indicator is then introduced to monitor the threedimensional directivity (or useful focus parts), that is based on an image registration metric.
Monitoring of the vertical far-field signature
The far-field source signature witnesses successive events during airgun firing: the formation of a pressurized air bubble (primary pulse) and reflection on the sea surface (ghost), together with bubble oscillations (bubble pulse train).
Stability indicator of signal amplitude in frequency domain
Amplitude stability is also assessed in the frequency domain within a selected bandwidth. Again, various reference subsets of far-field signatures can be chosen.
Amplitude variations are monitored with two indicators: average amplitude and maximum amplitude deviations between current and reference signatures within the bandwidth. Figures 1 shows amplitude monitoring ( a 10-70 Hz bandwidth is used and the reference signature is formed from the stack of all shots signatures from a navigation line). User-defined threshold in variation are plotted in red (the threshold bar is set at 1.5 dB). Large deviations indicate possible gun failures. 
Stability indicator of signal shape in time domain
Let and S i define the respective zero phased far-field signatures of two given shot-points (n and i). We estimate the stability of far-field signature from the following indicator base on NRMS metric (and expressed in percentage):
Where, denotes the root mean square amplitude over a given temporal sequence and denotes a reference subset of shot-point signatures; it can be composed of either one fixed reference signature, or a sliding window of shot signatures around shot n to restitute local variation trends. Figure 2 shows the monitoring of the far-field signature from shot to shot, in terms of time (top) and vertical stability indicator (bottom, here is defined as all neighboring shots within five minutes of anterior and posterior shooting). The amplitude of these variations is an indicator for the quality of 4D processing.
Monitoring of lateral directivity
Lateral directivity of the source signal is conditioned by the actual array geometry: directivity monitoring therefore requires an accurate knowledge of each airgun position.
In practice, the soft sub-array floats follow the sea waves on the surface, moving vertically up and down. Water currents and the collapse of generated air bubble at the surface move the floats apart horizontally. These variations of float positions directly impact the arrangement of airguns, roped and hanging at 6 to 10 m depth. GPS measures from floats cannot provide sufficiently accurate positions of airguns for monitoring purpose.
Inversion of source array geometry
We propose a method for inverting the source array geometry based on joint near-field recordings from alternate starboard and portside sources.
When one source is firing, the near-field recordings from the other source array are analyzed to locate the positions of both arrays by an optimization algorithm, where GPS positions are used as an initial guess.
The method allows reconstruction of the actual airgun positions with higher accuracy (up to 0.2 m). 
Radiation pattern
The radiation pattern of the far-field signal describes its amplitude directivity, A, as a function of frequency,  and observation direction, defined from the source position by two Euler angles (). Therefore the directivity, A (), is a three-dimensional dataset. It is commonly represented in polar coordinates. Figure 4 shows typical examples of radiation cross-sections at = 90°, for conventional (left) and broadband sources (right).
Figure 3. Inversion of airgun positions from joint source arrays near-fields
The influence of the source array geometry on radiation pattern is illustrated in Figure 5 from the previous example of array geometries for a conventional source). Zooms on the two cross-line patterns calculated respectively from the theoretical (left) and inverted (right) array geometries are presented, showing detectable changes in amplitude and shape. 
Stability indicator for directivity
Monitoring the source signal directivity requires a careful but easy comparison method of two three-dimensional datasets.
We propose to process the directivity spheres as images, that means, pixels (at observation coordinates x()) with different intensities (amplitude A). Current and reference spheres are compared with an adapted mutual information (MI), which is a metric widely used in medical image registration.
Mutual information is based in an information theory concept. Mutual information between two sets measures how much can be known from one set if only the other set is known. So by definition this metric can be applied to 2D or 3D data set. In our case the data is a portion of interest in the current source directivity cube or sphere A (). For example in the 2D situation, we may choose to focus monitoring on cross-line incidence angle between -30° and +30°, azimuths between 0 and 90°, and any particular frequency range of interest (for example, from 10 to 60 Hz for a conventional source). Portions may also be restricted to several specific two-dimensional cross-sections. We want to evaluate the stability (or reciprocally the variability) of A with respect to a reference directivity B=A ref () within the same portion of cube.
The MI makes use of the Shannon entropy of a probability distribution found from the normalized histogram for the portion A.
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Where is the mathematical expectation. So the entropy is continuous, symmetric, greater than or equal to zero. With Jensen's inequality and the convexity of log, we have log 1 log 1 log
Similarly we can define the joint entropy with joint probability:
, log ,
Where the joint probability is the co-occurrences of amplitude in the two data set.
And the MI is obtained by subtracting the entropy of both sets from the joint entropy, as , , log ,
As max , , so the MI takes value from 0, min H , H . And thus /log is an indicator from 0,100% .
From the previous deduction we can see if the directivity pattern from the monitored survey is more similar to that of the reference survey, then the MI is larger; and if the directivity is complete irrelevant, then MI is closer to 0.
The metric can be used as such for mere monitoring of relative variations. We may choose to normalize it with various references (fixed or in regards to current theoretical radiation pattern).
The MI metric provides an easy indicator to monitor the trends and variations occurring within three-dimensional directivity sets.
Another practical metric to monitor the directivity variation is an adapted Partitioned Intensity Uniformity metric (PIU), which is a metric introduced by Wood et al (1993) in medical image registration.
Reference cube is partitioned into iso-intensity sets b, which are mapped to the current imprint. The PIU metric is then defined as :
, where N is the total number of pixels in the cube portion, n b is the number of reference pixels within iso-intensity set Figure 6 shows the monitoring of a broadband source cross-line radiation in 5-150 Hz frequency range, over 110 shots from a navigation line. Where the MI is drawn in blue and the PIU is in red, while a linear adaption is applied to compare the two metrics. A high correlation is visible with r=-0.83. This proves the metrics we presented above have a good stability and enables us to monitor the repeatability of the source directivity. 
Conclusion
We proposed to reconstruct and monitor the far-field source signal from air-guns arrays during seismic marine acquisitions.
The far-field signature (at vertical incidence) is estimated and monitored through several indicators, such as NRMS metric on zero-phased time signatures and amplituderelated variations in frequency spectra.
The lateral directivity is calculated from an accurate estimation of the source array geometry. The actual airguns positions are retrieved from inversion of joint nearfields recordings of starboard and portside source arrays.
The three-dimensional directivity is then monitored with an image registration metric (Mutual Information). This metric allows easy assessment of amplitude variations within the full directivity set, or within limited portions of interest (such as useful incidence range, or a specific frequency bandwidth).
Monitoring is carried out with respect to a fixed reference signal, or sliding neighborhood of shots to derive trends. For 4D applications, the reference far-field may be the corresponding base shot far-field if available.
During acquisition, onboard monitoring enables us to detect out-of-specification shots that might require reshooting. Seismic sections with common stable features can be identified for appropriate correction at the processing stage. Finally, the reconstructed far-field can be used for shot-toshot deconvolution of seismic data.
